ADR
WHEELS
Diamond Resined Abrasive (ADR)
destined to polish and gloss edges.

MATERIALS

MACHINES

QUARTZ / QZ
GRANITE / GR
EDGE POLISHER

CNC

CERAMIC / CR
MARBLE / MR

_A controlled and homogeneous dispersion of
the diamond, makes this technology the perfect
combination to achieve superior Diamond Resin
Abrasives.
_Speciﬁc formulations developed to optimize
the polishing of diﬀerent materials.
_Undeﬁned storage keeping stable without
changing its properties over time.
_Increase in the productivity with respect to
the traditional abrasive, avoiding the continuous
machine stops.

PRODUCTIVITY

TECHNOLOGIES:

TIME / HOURS

PERFORMANCE
ADR abrasive
Traditional abrasive

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

GRITS

50-100-200-400-800-1500-3000
White Shine - Black Shine
COUPLING

100mm

M14
DX

DX

TYPE

DX

SX

_Example of maximum industrial automation
by means of a multi-press system executed by
robotic arms. Hereby we ensure the maximum
precision in processes and products, with
constant quality that diﬀerentiates us.

Straight edge

TZ VEL
Bevel

150mm

M14
DX

DX

TZ VEL

OPTIONS

UNITS

RIGID SUPPORT

Straight edge

Toroidal edge

M14
DX

ABRASIVE

SX

TZ VEL

125mm

_The construction of the tool combining
ﬂexible with rigid parts guarantees a perfect
coupling and a constant contact on surfaces,
avoiding marks and scratches on the polish.
_We recommend applying Force System
technology on the ﬁnest grits to achieve the
highest polishing and shining quality.

SX
AN
CORA

Straight edge

_The geometric structure of the honeycomb is the
ideal base to build products with a very resistant
structure while being light, providing a perfect
cooling during use.

NORMAL

1

ref.

050202
_Revolutionary diamond formula with absence of
pigmented ﬁllers. Eliminates the danger of transferring
color to surfaces, achieving a perfect polish on any surface.

MORE INFORMATION
VISIT our channel

AbrasivosAlicante

ANY DOUBT?
CALL US

(+34) 965 112 713

_Individual identiﬁcation by marking with a
numerical button, informing of the corresponding
grain.
_ This product does not contain substances
prohibited according to the regulation (CE) nº1907 / 2006

